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In this study, we assess the applicability and usefulness of a particular

theoretical framework for qualitative analysis of communicative strategies

in discourses from beyond the English language. The theory in question

is Cialdini’s model of persuasion (and the related concept of pre-suasion).

We present an operationalisation of this framework in terms of concrete

linguistic features, which is implemented using the computer-assisted

methods of corpus linguistics. As a case study, we explore a particular type

of Arabic-language online public discourse surrounding an issue of pressing

contemporary concern, namely the COVID-19 Pandemic. Specifically, we use

a large collection of texts produced by theMinistry of Health of Saudi Arabia via

the medium of the Ministry’s o�cial Twitter account. The tweets in question

were produced in the context of a campaign to persuade the public to modify

their behavior to comply with policies on protective measures. While the use

of corpus-assisted linguistic approaches to examine public discourses around

socially or culturally prominent issues is well-developed in the Anglosphere, it

remains much more rarely utilized in the Arab World context, and especially

in application to discourses in the Arabic language itself. In addition to the

contribution arising from the improvements generated in our understanding

of the particular issue at hand, this paper aims to contribute to the broader

field of Arabic linguistics by modeling a suitable approach—albeit one whose

use we show to be subject to some complicating factors—to address other

questions in the study of persuasive language in Arabic.
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Introduction and background

COVID-191 is an infectious disease caused by a newly

discovered coronavirus. While most of those infected experience

symptoms similar to normal flu, older people, and those with

underlying medical problems such as cardiovascular disease,

diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and cancer are more likely

to become seriously ill and need to be hospitalized, potentially

in intensive care units. The novel coronavirus emerged in

the city of Wuhan, China, in December 2019. The World

Health Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus outbreak

a pandemic2 on 11March 2020. At the time of writing, the world

had experienced in excess of 170 million confirmed cases of

COVID-19 and 3.5 million confirmed deaths.

In early 2020, governments across the world implemented

many measures to attempt to slow down the spread of the

coronavirus. These included halts to international travel; locking

down cities, regions, or entire countries; and urging people

to stay at home3 From 16 March 2020, the government of

Saudi Arabia closed all schools and universities; suspended

operations of many markets and malls; prohibited outdoor

gatherings; closed restaurants except for take-away services;

closed stores except for pharmacies and grocery stores;

imposed a nationwide curfew; and suspended international and

domestic transportation.

Prior to the introduction of vaccines4 in the winter of

2020/2021, such measures were the only way to mitigate the

pandemic. From early in the crisis, theWHO recommended that

governments should inform people about the virus, the disease

it causes and how to protect themselves from infection5 In Saudi

Arabia, the public body responsible is the Ministry of Health

(MoH). Among other means, the MoH uses its official Twitter

account to communicate information on the best practices for

avoiding coronavirus infection.

In this paper, we take the use of Twitter during the pandemic

by the Saudi MoH as a case study with which to explore the

use within non-English corpus-based discourse-pragmatics of a

cross-disciplinary model of persuasive language, that of Robert

Cialdini. In doing so, we have two goals, one practical and

one theoretical. In practical terms, Cialdini’s model, though

popular, has been expounded almost exclusively with English

1 https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus#tab=tab_1

2 Remarks byWHODirector-General, archived at https://www.who.int/

director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-

remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19-$-$11-march-2020.

3 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-51235105

4 It should be noted that by June 1, 2021 Saudi Arabia has administered

14,206,748 vaccine doses, according to MoH Twitter on https://mobile.

twitter.com/SaudiMOH.

5 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-

2019/advice-for-public

texts. We wished to see whether it would prove a workable

model of persuasive communication in the Arabic language—

and, specifically, in the context of a novel crisis (COVID-19)

and a comparatively novel medium (social media6, specifically

Twitter7). Theoretically, we wished to identify any limits of

the applicability of Cialdini’s non-linguistic approach within an

explicitly linguistic investigation.

In the context of public health ‘social media has the potential

to improve the way public health agencies engage, interact

and communicate with its various audiences” (Thackeray

et al., 2012). Social media not only disseminate health related

information but can also be used to engage users, which

is likely to maximize the benefit of social media (Neiger

et al., 2013). In a discussion of social media in emergency

scenarios, Crowe notes that “social media systems are not going

away and neither are disasters, therefore, it is paramount for

emergency managers and the profession as a whole to find ways

to understand and embrace how social media are impacting

their lives and communities” (Crowe, 2011, p. 418). Crowe

also observes that “[s]ocial media also create an inherently

higher trust factor for information because of the shared

network of friends, contacts and organizations” (Crowe, 2011,

p. 410). Social media has the “potential to enhance existing and

foster new cultures of openness” (Bertot et al., 2010, p. 267).

Citing evidence from Starbird and Palen (2010) showing that

“Twitter users overwhelmingly retweet messages from official

information sources such as emergency management or news

media organizations,” Latonero and Shklovsky conclude that

“[s]ource credibility is essential during crisis communications”

(Latonero and Shklovski, 2011, p. 9).

Currently, in Saudi Arabia, most ministries and

governmental organizations have official Twitter accounts,

which are used not only for broadcast announcements but also

interactively, e.g., to respond to queries from the public. The

role of social media is not to be neglected as the percentage

6 The e�ects of social media are twofold. On the positive side, social

media can act as invaluable tools for social networking, marketing, and

seeking business opportunities. On the negative side, the internet is

laden with a number of risks associated with online communities such

as, for example, cyber bullying, time wastage, reduction in real human

contact. Another negative aspect of social media involves the rise of false

emotionalized informationwhichmay promote engaging texts over other

types. See Siddiqui and Singh (2016) and Akram and Kumar (2017) for a

review of the positive and negative e�ects of social media.

7 This study focuses on Twitter because it occupies the third place

among the 10 most used social media platforms in Saudi Arabia:

WhatsApp 87.40%, Instagram 78.10% and Twitter 71.90%. Also, Twitter

is used by all governmental and o�cial institutions in Saudi Arabia to

communicate with the public. See https://www.globalmediainsight.com/

blog/saudi-arabia-social-media-statistics/ for more information about

the Saudi media statistics (last updated 17 June 2022).
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of Twitter users in Saudi Arabia is among the highest in the

world (Algaissi et al., 2020, p. 836). Saudi Arabia, as of January

2021, is ranked 8th among countries in terms of its number of

Twitter users8.

During the Coronavirus crisis, the Saudi MoH has used their

official Twitter account to run awareness campaigns to get the

public informed about the situation.9 The main aim of these

campaigns is to motivate the public to follow WHO guidelines

for infection control and to abide by other safety measures

introduced by the government. Other media exploited for this

awareness campaign include nationwide mobile text messages,

as well as the more usual print and broadcast mass media.

This course of action by the Saudi MoH illustrates a

particular pattern. In situations of risk, most governments

(depending on the specific laws and type of polity) have

authority to take countermeasures and to implement

institutional safeguards, steps which can have an impact

upon millions of lives, in order to protect their people. These

measures may necessitate the promulgation of new rules

or recommendations to the public, restricting or requiring

particular behaviors so as to mitigate the risk situation. Public

appreciation of the need to abide by such restrictions or

requirements is typically then also needed to avoid or at least

reduce the need for direct enforcement. To achieve this, the

ruling body in question must inform the public of the situation,

in particular, the gravity of the risk.

The role of the media in risk communication has been

tackled in many studies (e.g., Krimsky and Golding, 1992;

Quigley, 2008; Friedman and Egolf, 2011; George, 2012). Most

such research deals with traditional mass media, i.e., television

and newspapers. The growth of social media since circa 2005,

along with increasing global penetration of the prerequisite

technology to participate in it, has furnished organizations with

a powerful new tool for risk communication. Social media can

be considered “an important arsenal in crisis communication”

which has deservedly “become a vital part of some organizations’

crisis management policy” (George, 2012, p. 33).

The Saudi MoH uses its official Twitter account to

communicate with the public with updates about the

transmission of the virus, the numbers of confirmed cases,

deaths and recoveries, the measures taken by the government

to overcome the crisis, and advice and instructions on best

8 Leading countries based on number of Twitter users as of

January 2020. https://www.statista.com/statistics/242606/number-of-

active-twitter-users-in-selected-countries/ (accessed June 3, 2021).

9 One potentially important question, given Twitter originated in the

US but is used worldwide, is the matter of how strategies of persuasion

via social media channels, their reception, and their success, may be

influenced by international di�erences in media law and in standard

media regulation practices. However, to address this matter in su�cient

rigor would be beyond the scope of the present study.

protection practices. The MoH is credible as a source of

information due to being the official health authority in Saudi

Arabia. This credibility is evidenced in the increase in the

number of followers of the MoH Twitter account from 1.2

million followers in February 2020 to 4.9 million in June

2021 (according to the numbers observable on Twitter on

those dates).

A number of studies dealt with Arabic tweets during

the COVID-19 crisis. Alqurashi et al. (2020) collected and

described a dataset of Arabic tweets on COVID-19 aiming

to help researchers and policy makers in studying different

societal issues related to the pandemic including information

sharing, misinformation and rumors spreading. Mubarak and

Hassan (2021) presented the largest manually annotated dataset

of Arabic tweets related to COVID-19 from all the Arab

regions. They described the annotation guidelines, analyzed the

dataset and built effective machine learning and transformer-

based models for classification. Some studies were interested

in analyzing people’s emotions during the crisis. Bahja et al.

(2020) used (NLP) techniques to identify COVID tweets and

demonstrate the initial results of determining the relevancy of

the tweets and what Arabic speaking people were tweeting about

the three disease related feelings/emotions about COVID: Safety,

Worry, and Irony. Alhazmi and Alharbi (2020) investigated

the public’s emotional responses associated with the pandemic

as reflected in the Saudis’ tweets during the lockdown. Al-

Shargabi and Selmi (2021) explored the influence of the COVID-

19 pandemic on Saudi users’ tweeting behavior, adopting a

social network analysis (SNA) for COVID-19 Arabic tweets.

Alhumoud (2020) analyzed the influence of COVID-19 using

machine learning and deep learning methods to quantify

the sentiments shared publicly on Twitter and assessed their

correlation with the actual number of cases reported over

time. Alhassan and AlDossary (2021) have used the Crisis and

Emergency Risk Communication model to explore the MOH’s

use of Twitter and the public’s engagement during different

stages of the COVID-19 pandemic in Saudi Arabia. They

identified message types, including risk messages, warnings,

preparations, uncertainty reduction, efficacy, reassurance, and

digital health responses, and assessed the effect of these message

types on public engagement. Our paper focuses mainly on

communication strategies relevant to persuasion, or, more

particularly, the persuasion principles that MoH depended on

to reach people and persuade them toward the desired changes

in behavior.

Cialdini’s framework of pre-suasion and
persuasion

There are several behavior change theories in the literature

(see Michie et al., 2014 and Pinder et al., 2018 for an overview).
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In this era, utilizing digital technology to “foster or support

behavior change” is quite common (Michie et al., 2017). This

tendency is known as digital behavior interventions and is

manifest in a wide variety of domains, such as encouraging

physical activity (Nguyen and Masthoff, 2010), healthy eating

(Grasso et al., 2000; Mazzotta et al., 2007), healthy weight

management (Purpura et al., 2011), skin self-examinations by

cancer patients (Smith et al., 2016), and so on. One of the

techniques used to effect behavior change is persuasive messages

(Kaptein et al., 2010).

Our research is guided by the theory of the psychologist

Cialdini (2016). This has been widely implemented in studies

such as Orji (2016) on differences and similarities in perceived

persuasiveness between different cultural communities; Orji

et al. (2015), Oyibo et al. (2017), Thomas et al. (2017), Oyibo

and Vassileva (2019), and Wall et al. (2019) on the effect of

age, gender, and personality traits on persuasive strategies; Smith

et al. (2016) on persuasive reminders for skin cancer patients;

and Siegel et al. (2017) on persuasive interventions to encourage

help-seeking among people with depression.

Cialdini (2009) proposed six persuasive principles that

guide human behavior which he labeled “Universal Principles of

Influence.” These principles—Reciprocity, Liking, Social Proof,

Commitment, Authority, and Scarcity—are techniques that can

be employed to motivate behavior and/or attitude change.

Later, Cialdini (2016) added a seventh principle, Unity. Cialdini

claimed that “[t]here is good reason for their prevalence and

success, for these are the principles that typically steer people in

the right direction when they are deciding what to do” (Cialdini,

2016, p. 17); and that “[t]hese principles are highly effective

general generators of acceptance because they typically counsel

people correctly regarding when to say yes to influence attempts”

(Cialdini, 2016, p. 152). The principles are described briefly in

Table 1.

According to Cialdini, persuasion is more likely to occur

optimally if it is accompanied by pre-suasion, i.e., the process

of preparing recipients to be receptive to a message before they

encounter it, or more informally, of grabbing their attention.

Persuaders should use a number of strategies, commonly

referred to by behavioral scientists as frames, anchors, primes,

mindsets or first impressions (Cialdini, 2016, p. 8). Cialdini calls

them openers,

because they open up things for influence in two ways. In

the first, they simply initiate the process; they provide the

starting points, the beginnings of persuasive appeals. But it is

in their second function that they clear the way to persuasion,

by removing existing barriers. In that role, they promote the

openings of minds . . . (Cialdini, 2016, p.8).

Successful openers pre-suasively channel recipients’

attention only to those concepts that are associated favorably

with the communicator’s particular goal (Cialdini, 2016, p. 152).

TABLE 1 Cialdini’s Principles of Influence (adapted from Cialdini,

2016, pp. 152–208).

Principle Explanation

1 Reciprocity Principle

(Cialdini, 2016, pp.

153–157)

People are obliged to give back to others the

form of a behavior, gift, or service that they have

received first. Hence, people are more likely to be

persuaded when a context of social obligation is

constructed to link the desired behavior to

something previously received.

2 Liking Principle

(Cialdini, 2016, pp.

158–160)

People prefer to say yes to others who they like.

Persuasion science that Cialdini cites tells us that

there are three important factors in determining

who likes who. We like people who are similar to

us, who pay us compliments, or who cooperate

with us toward mutual goals.

3 Social Proof/Consensus

Principle (Cialdini, 2016,

pp. 160–164)

Especially when people are uncertain, they will

look to the actions and behaviors of others to

determine their own. People think it appropriate

for them to believe, feel, or do something to the

extent that others, especially comparable others,

are believing, feeling, or doing it.

4 Authority Principle

(Cialdini, 2016, pp.

164–167)

People follow the lead of credible, knowledgeable

experts. Cialdini cites persuasion scientists who

have pointed to compelling support for yet a

claim that “Themessenger is the message.” A

credible authority possesses the combination of

two highly persuasive qualities: expertise and

trustworthiness. To use authority as a method of

persuasion, one would present oneself as

authority, or invoke authorities as agreeing with

what one wishes to persuade someone to do.

5 Scarcity Principle

(Cialdini, 2016, pp.

167–168)

People want more of those things they can have

less of. But the scarcity of an item does more

than raise the possibility of loss; it also raises the

judged value of that item. Hence, casting

something as scarce is a strategy to persuade

people to want it.

6 Commitment/Consistency

Principle (Cialdini, 2016,

pp. 168-171)

People like to be consistent with the things they

have previously said or done. Consistency is

activated as a strategy by the persuader looking

for, and asking for, small initial commitments

that can be made.

7 Unity principle (Cialdini,

2016, pp. 173-208)

There is a certain type of unity of identity that

best characterizes aWe relationship and that

leads to more acceptance, cooperation, liking,

help, trust, and, consequently, assent. Besides the

unitizing effect of being together in the same

genealogy or geography,We relationships can

result from acting together synchronously or

collaboratively. When people act in unitary ways,

they become unitized.
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Pre-suasion tactics have the purpose of making people more

receptive to a message, request, or proposal before it is even

delivered to them. These tactics depend mainly on mastering

attention, evoking unity and fostering mental connections.

Attention is central to pre-suasion. When we pay attention to

something, it automatically becomes important to us. Moreover,

attention is limited, as definitionally a person can pay attention

to only one thing at a time. To persuade anyone of anything, it

is necessary to capture, hold and direct their attention. Cialdini

(2016, pp. 31–96) proposes four tactics for control of attention,

although the criticism may fairly be made that the four overlap

very extensively and are by no means clearly distinct. The

first tactic is changing the direction of someone’s attention.

By having their attention shifted to a certain issue, the way

people view this issue also shifts. The second tactic is asking

targeted questions, i.e., questions asked directly to the addressee

on the topic needed to be in the center of attention. The third

tactic is grabbing attention through using topics that, by their

nature, are more likely to get through to a potential addressee.

Attention grabbers include sex, danger and novelty. The fourth

tactic is holding people’s attention, by means of focusing the

communication specifically on the addressee(s), crafting it to

speak directly to them, talking about their characteristics, and,

hence, personalizing them. All these tactics will make people

pay attention.

The next facet of pre-suasion, evoking unity (Cialdini,

2016, pp. 172–208), involves a communicator evoking in their

addressee(s) the feeling of being a part of something bigger than

themselves. This could be a shared group, a shared identity, or

even a shared world view. Evoking unity thus might typically

involve language intended to make addressees focus on their

belonging to some relevant group. It is notable that Cialdini’s

model repeats the concept of unity within the discussion of pre-

suasion, having already included it as the seventh principle of

influence, or, in other words, as a persuasion strategy.

The final part of pre-suasion is fostering mental connections

(Cialdini, 2016, pp. 97–115), that is, engineering in the addressee

novel or reworked mental associations between concepts in such

a way as to facilitate the desired change in the addressee’s stance

toward one ormore of those concepts. Straightforward examples

of this emerge from advertising, among the primary aims of

which is to create associations between a product and other

(presumably positive) concepts so as to facilitate an addressee

becoming more favorable toward the prospect of buying that

product. Connections can be subtly formed via specific words,

images, or music.

Cialdini emphasizes the need for using by public health

communicators to use persuasive language:

What’s the persuasive alchemy that allows a communicator

to trouble recipients deeply about the negative outcomes of

their bad habits without pushing them to deny the problem

in an attempt to control their now heightened fears? The

communicator has only to add to the chilling message clear

information about legitimate, available steps the recipients

can take to change their health-threatening habits. In

this way, the fright can be dealt with not through self-

delusional baloney that deters positive action but through

genuine change opportunities that mobilize such action. This

approach, then, is how public health communicators can best

deploy truthful yet frightening facts: by waiting to convey

those facts until information about accessible assistance

systems—programs, workshops, websites, and help lines—

can be incorporated into their communications (Cialdini,

2016, pp. 67–81).

Cialdini also refers to the effect of using persuasive language

on recipients in health communication:

In the province of personal health, when recipients get a

message that is self-relevant because it has been tailored

specifically for them (for example, by referencing the

recipient’s age, sex, or health history), they are more likely

to lend it attention, find it interesting, take it seriously,

remember it, and save it for future reference (Cialdini, 2016,

pp. 82–96).

Cialdini’s comments on the use of pre-suasion and

persuasion in health communication or, more generally,

medical discourse, illustrate how communication studies should

illuminate the discursive practices occurring outside academia

and help the people who participate in these discourses.

Health communicators, both healthcare workers and lay people,

can benefit immensely from persuasion studies. Discursive

practices of these kinds of communicators, such as giving and

receiving medical advice on parameters of health, treatment,

and prevention, can be tailored according to the principles

of influence. People’s tendency to resist and challenge medical

authority and control of their bodies is evident (Mulderrig,

2011). Hence, when healthcare workers learn to communicate

using more persuasive discourse, the probability of lay people

complying with their advice will eventually increase.

Materials and methods

As previously stated, this study’s goal is to explore the

Saudi MoH’s Twitter-based coronavirus campaign from the

perspective of persuasion and persuasiveness. Specifically, we

analyze tweets within the framework of Cialdini’s (2016)

principles of persuasion and pre-suasion, as introduced in

Material and methods Section, which we have found highly

suitable as a means of addressing a question which we might

frame as “In what way(s) are the MoH’s tweets persuasive?”

We approach the analysis on two fronts: as well as examining

the “types” of persuasion, in the terminology of Cialdini’s

Principles, we also consider the linguistic structures that realize

the pre-suasion tactics which make people more susceptible

to persuasion.
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The data under analysis was collected directly from theMoH

Twitter account in the period from mid-March to mid-August

2020. Our data includes 1,323 tweets, 1,176 in Arabic and 147

in English. The English tweets include 58 announcements of the

“Highlights of the press conference of the official spokesperson”

and 89 English counterparts of some of the Arabic tweets.

Our analysis is divided into two parts, addressing

respectively Cialdini’s categories of pre-suasion and persuasion.

The first part uses corpus annotation and manual analysis

to identify the actual linguistic devices used by the MoH to

focus public attention on the issue of the pandemic—that is,

to achieve pre-suasion. These include particular choices of

words, repetition, use of targeted questions, direct address

and imperatives; the evoking of unity through use of the

first-person plural; and formation of associations through the

use of metaphor.

The first two devices (particular choices of words and

repetition) are detected through examining the frequency list.

We also ran queries to extract verbs and nouns with first- or

second-person enclitics or imperative marking, by specifying

annotations for morphological properties (using CQPweb; see

Hardie, 2012). Finally, metaphors and targeted questions were

identified through manual analysis of the whole corpus.

Our consideration of metaphor as a subtle way of forming

connections in aid of pre-suasion is motivated by prior work that

has identified metaphors in public communication as a strategic

rhetorical resource able to convey certain ideologies and thus

usable for persuasion (e.g., Charteris-Black, 2005; Semino, 2008;

Hart, 2010; Jeffries, 2010). Messages are persuasive when they:

(1) relate to something in which the persuadee already believes

(anchor) and (2) evoke things that are already known or at least

familiar (Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 18). Thus metaphors, which

structure abstract or unfamiliar concepts in terms of concrete or

familiar ones, can be a powerful tool in achieving persuasion.

Looking at metaphor alongside more precise features such as

word choice, repetition, and so on allows us to address the

issue of linguistic devices for pre-suasion at multiple levels

of abstraction.

The second part of the analysis focuses on Cialdini’s

framework for understanding persuasion. We apply manual

coding to the entire dataset to identify instances of Cialdini’s

seven persuasion principles in use, with additional analysis of the

interaction(s) or intersection(s) of different principles within a

single tweet. This was not a difficult process, since the principles’

definitions lend themselves very well to operationalization in

this way. We looked for certain features as evidence for the use

of each principle in a tweet, based on the definitions outlined in

Material and method Section:

• The Reciprocity Principle is deemed to be operative

when the MoH tells people about the benefits they will

gain by following the rules and using the MoH’s health

services (including screening, examination and treatment,

provision of clinics, and development of mobile apps). This

positions the actions desired of the addressees as an act of

returning favors done for them by the MoH (or the Saudi

government or country more broadly). The Reciprocity

principle is thus identified by detecting references in the

tweets to the services in question. These include Tatamman

“Be reassured” clinics; Taakkad “Be certain” centers; the

Sihhaty “My health” application; the Tabaaud “Distancing”

application; the Tawakkalna “We trust” contact-tracing

application; the MoH WhatsApp Health 937 around-the-

clock response service; the Mawid “Appointment” service;

and free Coronavirus tests.

• The Liking Principle is deemed to be operative when a tweet

includes a reference to a person’s family, friends or loved

ones; or a compliment or good wish.

• The Social Proof Principle is deemed to be operative when

there is reference to some model person or group framed

as having set a good example to follow, by engaging in the

behavior(s) which the persuasion aims to elicit.

• The Commitment Principle is deemed to be operative

when a tweet refers to obeying instructions or adhering

to preventive measures. It is also operative when there are

explicit imperatives to the reader to engage in some desired

behavior. Examples include keeping a safe distance from

others, washing and sanitizing hands, wearing face masks,

and committing to precautionary habits.

• The Authority Principle is deemed to be operative in

tweets which make reference to advice from healthcare

professionals, government-imposed measures, or

religious decrees.

• The Unity Principle is deemed to be operative in tweets that

refer to belonging to the same group, the need to act as

a group, and/or a common nationality. Examples include

direct reference to the homeland and the use of plural first-

person pronouns in a manner inclusive of the addressee to

invoke nationality as a common group identity.

• We observed that the Scarcity Principle is not utilized in

the tweets, since the MoH instead stresses the abundance

and broad availability of services offered to the public

as part of the efforts of the government to eradicate

the pandemic.

The criteria outlined above are, of course, inevitably subject

to interpretation when applied to genuine texts, and therefore

it is to some degree subjective whether or not a particular

persuasion principle is active in a particular tweet. However,

while some amount of subjectivity does not invalidate a method,

if the principles claimed to be active in each example change

radically depending on who is making the claims, then the

replicability and reliability of any conclusions drawn from such

data are, to say the least, in question. To satisfy ourselves of

the validity of the criteria for determining the presence of the

persuasion principles, we conducted a small-scale inter-rater
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reliability test. The main rater trained a second rater10 to identify

principles according to the criteria above, a process which

included discussion of numerous examples. Then, a random

sample of 50 tweets was taken from the overall corpus, excluding

any discussed during training. The second rater applied the

method independently to these 50 tweets. Then, the principles

identified by the two raters were compared. Over 50 tweets, the

first rater identified 150 instances of some operative principle

(in the majority of these tweets, multiple persuasion principles

can be observed). The second rater identified 148, all of which

were among the 150 found by the first analyst. That is, the

two raters agreed on 148 out of 150 analytic judgements, and

the two disagreements were omissions rather than differing

interpretations. The inter-rater agreement rate is thus 98.7%.11

This is very high, and satisfies us that despite their potential for

subjectivity, the criteria outlined above can in fact be applied

by analysts with a high degree of consistency. Quantitative

and qualitative analysis based on instances of the persuasion

principles detected by these criteria may thus be deemed, at least

provisionally, methodologically valid.

Results

Pre-suasion tactics

This section presents the analysis of linguistic devices used

by the MoH in the three areas of pre-suasion tactics suggested

by Cialdini: focusing public attention, invoking unity and

forming associations.

Focusing public attention on the pandemic

In this section, we consider what linguistic devices these

communications employ to guide, grab and hold people’s

attention. Cialdini (2016) suggested using linguistic devices

such as targeted questions to guide attention, particular word

choices and repetition to grab attention, and direct address

and imperatives to hold attention. Though he does not provide

a detailed description of how these devices are used, he

acknowledged that they are key to achieving the function

in question. However, we find it difficult to distinguish

“grabbing” vs. “holding attention,” particularly in terms of what

10 The first rater, who also applied this analysis to the full dataset, was

the first author of this paper. The second rater was the second author of

this paper. Both are native speakers of Arabic currently resident in Saudi

Arabia.

11 This is a direct proportion of shared analyses out of all analyses (148

÷ 150) and therefore does not account for the probability of agreement

by chance alone – as does, for example, Cohen’s kappa—since, for this

data, that probability is not calculable (because there is no way to know in

how many cases some “true” example of a principle was missed by both

raters).

linguistic devices might be involved. Hence, we decided to

deal with the three functions of guiding, grabbing and holding

attention jointly.

According to Hyland (2005) it is necessary to pull addressees

into the discourse using engagement markers such as reader

pronouns (i.e., first person plural and second person pronouns),

targeted questions (i.e., questions including reader pronouns)

and imperatives.

Targeted questions

We manually identified all 136 questions in the data (see

examples in Table 2 below). Of these, 56 questions include no

pronouns referring to the reader (Examples 1, 2); 69 have second

person subjects expressed via enclitics added to nouns (Example

3) or verbs (Example 4); and 6 have a first-person singular

subject expressed via enclitics added to verbs (Example 5); and

5 questions include first-person plural subject pronouns, verb

agreement or clitic possessive pronouns (Examples 6, 7). In the

latter two cases, use of first-person plural frames the scenario as

theMoH speaking in the hypothetical “voice” of some individual

among the addressees.

These questions demonstrate a tendency for two pre-suasive

tactics relating to attention to become blended together, namely,

guiding attention and holding attention.

The use of the first person evokes unity with and among

the audience. Notably, in questions with singular first-person

subjects, the MoH actually speaks in the voice of an assumed

reader—expressing the questions that the reader is presumed to

be thinking.

Some questions present in the data are left unanswered.

Their function may thus be identified as primarily (if not purely)

gaining andmanaging audience attention.Most of the questions,

however, are answered in a video or infographic posted in the

TABLE 2 Examples of the use of questions.

Arabic transliteration English translation

1 man huwa ’almukhālit. lilmus.āb

bivayrūs kūrūnā ’aljadīd?

Who has been in close contact with

a person infected with the novel

coronavirus?

2 kam muddat ’alh. ajr ’almanzil̄i? How long is the quarantine going to

last?

3 munshaghil bālak ma‘a ’akhbār

vayrūs kūrūnā

Are you preoccupied with news

about coronavirus?

4 h. ajazt̄i maw’id lis.ālūn ’attajmīl Have you booked an appointment at

the beauty salon?

5 mādhā ’af ‘al ‘inda mukhālit.at

shakhs. mus.āb bivayrūs kūrūnā

What should I do when I come into

close contact with a person infected

with coronavirus?

6 kayfa na’ūdu bih. adhar? How do we return with caution?

7 hal fi‘lan ’aydīnā naz. īfah? Are our hands truly clean?
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same or a subsequent tweet; thus, they serve the additional

function of guiding addressees” attention to the information in

the answer provided.

Repetition

According to Cialdini (2016), attention can be grabbed

by repetition of particular wording related to the issue one

wants to grab attention for. In this case, we suggest that

grabbing attention works in the same way as entrenchment

through repeated exposure. People’s sustained engagement with

protective measures including hygiene and physical distancing

is the most critical factor in reducing the transmission of

COVID-19 (Bonell et al., 2020). The literature lists a number

of cognitive factors which would increase people’s engagement

with health-protective behaviors during disease outbreaks: the

perception of risk or susceptibility to a threat (Petrie et al.,

2016), having knowledge about the virus’ mode of transmission

(Petrie et al., 2016) and having knowledge about ways to

reduce the risk of infection (Bish and Michie, 2010). The

somewhat repetitive MoH tweets thus can be seen as intended

to enhance people’s perception of risk from the coronavirus,

and to increase through repeated exposure their knowledge

of health-protective behaviors, high-risk groups, medication

services, virus transmission prevention and so on.

The tweets include particular common wordings related

to the pandemic. Exposing people repeatedly to words that

connote the pandemic, responsibility and preventive measures

increases their awareness of the gravity of the situation and their

willingness to follow the protective measures laid down byMoH.

Examining the frequency list of the corpus, we extracted all

nouns and adjectives whose senses relate to the pandemic. These

frequently-repeated words include terms used to name the virus,

repercussions, procedures for protection, and so on. Examples

include kūrūnā “coronavirus” (frequency of 629), vayrūs

“virus” (f.160), ’alwiqāyah “prevention” (f.148), ‘ālāt “cases”

(f.146), ta‘āfi “recovery” (f.139), ‘is. ābah “infection” (f.138),

’almuta‘āfiyah “recovered” (f.134), wafiyyāt “deaths” (f.128),

‘alwiqā’yyah “the precautionary” (f.41), ’a‘rād. “symptoms” (f.36),

’al‘adwā “infection” (f.33), and so on.

The MoH created a number of hashtags related to the

crisis and used them frequently in its tweets. Multiword

hashtags are joined up using underscores (Arabic script lacking

capitalization, the WordInitialCapitals method used in English-

language Twitter is not available). Examples of these hashtags

include #wiqāyah “prevention” (f.160), #kullunā_masul

“#we_are_all_responsible” (f.146), #na‘ūd_bih. adhar

“#we_return_with_caution” (f.106), among others. Terms

referring to COVID-19—’alvayrūs “the virus,” ’alwabā’ “the

epidemic,” and ’aljā’ih. ah “the pandemic”—also recur frequently.

They can be considered a key element of communication about

the crisis. Naming can shape how people perceive things and

“how humans communicate with each other and organize

their world” (Hough, 2016, p. 1). Indeed, the name given to a

disease can shape how people deal with it (Gwyn, 2001). The

terms used for COVID-19 emphasize its serious and widespread

transmission. In addition to naming, associated words with

strong negative connotations, including ’is. ābah “infection,”

wafiyyāt “deaths,” ’al‘adwā “infection,” and bimud. ā‘afāt “with

complications,” reinforce the effect when repeated.

Other prominent words in the frequency list emphasize

(a) government services, e.g., tat.bīq “application,” ‘iyādāt

“clinics,” marākiz “centers,” s. ih. h. atī “my health,” khidmat

“service”; (b) precautionary procedures, e.g., ’alwiqāyah

“prevention,” ’alkimāmah “face mask,” ’al’ijrā’āt “procedures,”

’alwiqā’yyah “the precautionary,” #mitr_wi_nus. “meter_and_a

half,” #khallik_bilbayt (colloquial) “#stay_at_home,” nas. ā’ih.
“advice”; (c) people’s safety, e.g., salāmtak “your safety,”

s. ih. h. atak “your health,” ’āminah “safe,” ’āminin “safe (plural),”

#bisalām_’āminin “#peacefully_safe”; (d) the public sense of

responsibility and belonging, e.g., ’alwat.an “the homeland,”

#kullunā_masul “#we_are_all_responsible”.

Repeated exposure to these pandemic-related items is

intended to grab addressees’ attention and lead them to focus

on the severity of the situation.

Second-person address and imperatives

Engagement markers, particularly second-person address

and imperatives, are used for pre-suasive effect in the tweets,

namely holding addressees’ attention. Second-person address

does not only inform addressees through a text but rather also

implicates them in it (Van Leeuwen, 2005, p. 150). Engaging

addressees by this means therefore aligns with the MoH’s

inferred purpose of attracting people’s attention and persuading

them to adhere to preventive measures.

Identifying second-person address in Arabic is complicated

by the fact that independent pronouns are rare; instead,

agreement affixes and enclitic pronouns express second-person

reference. We therefore used the frequency list to extract verbs

and nouns with the appropriate morphology. 35 verbs were

found with the second person singular enclitic =k, such as

yumkinak “you can” (f.28), and yah. mīk “protects you” (f.6). 20

verbs were found with the second person plural enclitic =kum,

such as yah. faz. kum “saves you(pl.)” (f.6), and nad‘ūkum “we call

on you(pl.)” (f.4). 10 nouns were identified with second person

singular enclitics (with possessive meaning), e.g., baytak “your

house,” rizqak “your sustenance,” and s. ih. h. atak “your health.”

Imperative-mood verbs also express a second-person reference

and thus may serve the same purpose of engaging addressees

and implicating them in the discourse. 29 imperative verbs were

found, e.g., tat.amman “be reassured” (f.47), ‘ish “live” (f.42),

ta‘arraf “recognize” (f.28), and ’itba‘ “follow” (f.12). In addition,

examples of code-switching to English often included verbs

used as imperatives. Overall, the high number of second-person

references of these various forms strongly suggests that they are

being used for attention manipulation and thus pre-suasion.
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Unity tactics

Just as second-person address instantiates the tactic of

focusing attention, so can first-person plural address function

as a tactic to invoke unity. The construction of a We that

includes the reader allows the text to present the responsibility

to take action as broadly shared across the in-group thus

implied. First person plural reference must be identified, just

as with the second person, by finding words with particular

agreement inflection or object enclitics. Thus, again, we

extracted and examined verbs and nouns with first-person

inflection or enclitics.

We found 37 verbs with first person plural subject

agreement, e.g., Examples include na‘ud [we return] (f.68),

nafqid [we lose] (f.3), and nah. ris. [we be careful] (f.3). Locating

verbs with first person plural enclitic pronoun =nā was

complicated slightly by the fact that the Arabic word for

coronavirus, Kurunā, by happenstance ends in nā. This could

cause it to be mistakenly annotated as a verb. Thus, Kurunā

had to be manually excluded from the results. This left 15 verbs

with the first person plural enclitic, such as tawakkalnā [we trust

entirely] (f.3), yuqarribnā [get us close] (f.2), and tuhimmunā

[matter to us] (f.2).

The use of the first-person plural, which constructs an in-

group, is very useful in crisis communication, to boost people’s

sense of national unity, belonging and solidarity. Consequently,

this should help the government to mobilize people to assist

in the crisis management. After all, people’s compliance with

the protective measures is the key to eradicating the COVID-

19 pandemic.

Connection tactics

Finally, pre-suasion is accomplished by forming associations

through the use of metaphor. Framing a situation, such as the

COVID-19 pandemic, can influence the way people perceive it;

the resulting differences in how people construct the situation

conceptually have potential consequences for what measures in

response will be accepted as appropriate, necessary, and justified.

Thus, promulgating metaphors that foster mental connections

between the pandemic and the framing that is desired for

persuasive purposes is a pre-suasive tactic.

War metaphors are known to have been used in discourse

around previous epidemics, such as SARS (Koteyko et al., 2008,

p. 247–259; Joye, 2010, p. 594) and avian flu (de la Rosa, 2007, p.

18–26, de la Rosa, 2008, p. 91–94). Hence, to find war metaphors

being used in the context of COVID-19 is not surprising: the

war metaphors detected are given in Table 3. These metaphors

structure the situation as a battle against the virus. Health

workers are presented as champions fighting a front-line battle

(8). The whole populace is depicted as soldiers facing and

resisting an attack by adhering to preventive measures (9,

10), and the country is defending itself, fighting for its health

security (10, 11). Preventive measures and awareness constitute

a defensive shield (12). These metaphors play an important

role in pre-suading the public by establishing connections to

a familiar conceptual framing in which the pandemic is cast

in terms of another situation requiring drastic action as a

national collective, viz. a war. They thus prepare the public to be

persuaded to accept new, exceptional measures being enforced

to change their lifestyle and hygiene and social behaviors.

Another metaphor frames COVID-19-related matters in

terms of space. Getting tested is conceptualized as a journey

to check one’s safety (13). Safety and social distancing are also

highlighted (14, 15). A smartphone application called tabā‘ud

“distancing” was promoted by the MoH’s tweets. It warns its

owner if they get close to a person diagnosed with COVID-19.

One interesting point here is that distance is also made non-

figurative in this discourse. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic,

the term social distance was most often metaphorical, referring

to a lack of personal closeness in the sense of intimacy. But as of

March 2020, social distance has come to refer primarily to literal,

TABLE 3 Examples of metaphors.

Arabic transliteration English translation

8 ’alwaqt: 6:25 m Time: 6.25 pm

’almakān jiddah ’aljūf ’alkhubar Location: Jeddah, Al Jouf, Al

Khubar

’almuhimmah ’saliqtirāb min

’alvayrūs li’ibqā’ihi ba‘̄idan ‘an

’almujtama‘ #’abt.āl ’ass.ih. h. ah

Mission: Approaching the virus to

keep it away from society. #Health

Champions.

9 ghassil yidinak ’arbi‘̄in thanyah lā

ti‘t.ī ’alvayrūs misāh. ah fil‘̄id.

#khit.t.at ’iddifā‘

Wash your hands for 40 s. Do not

give the virus a space during Eid.

#Defense Strategy.

10 sāhim f̄i ’amn wat.aninā ’als.ih. h. ī

bitat.bīq ’albrūtūkūlāt ’as.s.ih. h. iyyah

Participate in keeping the health

security of our homeland through

applying health protocols.

11 salāmat ’almujtama‘ sharaf yaqif

khalfahu junūd sakhkharū

’awqātihim wa s.ih. h. at̄ihim min ’ajl

’alh. ifāz. ‘ala ’al’amn ’als.ih. h. ī ’alwat.anī

The safety of society is an honor

cherished by the soldiers who

dedicated their time and health to

maintaining the national health

security.

12 wa‘yukum dir‘ yah. faz. ’alwat.an Your awareness is a shield

defending the homeland.

13 rih. lat ta’akkad lilfah. s. ‘an vayrūs

kūrūnā sar̄i‘ah wa ’āminah bi’idhni

’allāh min ’ajl salāmatkum.

The “Be Certain” journey for

coronavirus screening is swift and

safe, God willing, for your safety.

14 ’al’ijtima‘āt sabab ra’̄is̄i f̄i ’intiqāl

’al‘adwā tabā’udnā ‘alyawm

yuqarribna ghadan

Meetings are a primary cause of

coronavirus transmission. Our

distancing today brings us close

tomorrow.

15 ’iltizāmak bitta‘l̄imāt yikhall̄i bīnak

wi bīn kūrūnā . . . masāfah ’āminah

Your adherence to the instructions

creates a safe distance between you

and the coronavirus . . . Safe distance
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physical distance−2m of actual empty space between two people

in the physical world.

Two scenarios are created in the metaphors. The

war/defense scenario drives people to think of themselves

and their country as being under attack; its being linked to the

pandemic creates a frame within which the MoH’s messages

may be less unpalatable, since awareness of and sticking to

the rules is the only way (the shield) to protect the country.

In this scenario, each action one takes—such as sanitizing or

washing one’s hands, wearing masks and so on—is part of one’s

country’s defense effort. Other aspects of the scenario include

casting healthcare workers as the defending soldiers in charge

of the defense effort. The other scenario is designed in terms of

space which can be seen as both literal and metaphorical, since

we are required both to literally physically distance ourselves

and to distance ourselves metaphorically from the virus and its

causes of transmission. The use of these scenarios forms certain

associations in people’s minds and makes it easier to persuade

them to follow the precautionary measures suggested either by

MoH or the World Health Organization.

The discourse of healthcare workers as

heroes/soldiers/defenders of their nations has emerged globally

to characterize the collective response of front-line healthcare

workers, many of whom compromised their personal safety

to care for others. This discourse is performed not only

linguistically in official communications such as tweets, but also

by the public in the form of singing from balconies, clapping,

and other gestures of appreciation directed to healthcare

workers across the world. This latter discourse expression

is understudied, albeit some studies have acknowledged the

positive effects of this discourse on enhancing the visibility of

healthcare workers but have also problematised its effects on the

healthcare workers’ professional, social, and political identities

(Einboden, 2020; Morin and Baptiste, 2020; Mohammed et al.,

2021).

Persuasion principles in the tweets

To look at persuasion, we manually identified all observable

instances of Cialdini’s Persuasion Principles in the tweets;

Table 4 presents counts of the instances we found.

TABLE 4 Frequency of Cialdini’s Persuasion Principles in MoH tweets.

Persuasion principle Number of MoH tweets

utilizing this principle

Authority 477

Commitment 437

Unity 210

Social proof 192

Reciprocity 175

Liking 136

TABLE 5 Patterns of combinations of persuasion principles in MoH

tweets.

No. Combination of principles Frequency

One-principle patterns

1 Authority 325

2 Reciprocity 125

3 Commitment 72

4 Social proof 39

5 Liking 22

6 Unity 17

7 Liking 6

Two-principle patterns

8 Unity–commitment 144

9 Social proof–commitment 61

10 Commitment–authority 48

11 Social proof–authority 40

12 Liking–commitment 36

13 Reciprocity–authority 15

14 Liking–authority 11

15 Unity–authority 8

16 Commitment–reciprocity 8

17 Liking–reciprocity 7

18 Social proof–reciprocity 6

19 Liking–social proof 4

20 Liking–unity 4

21 Social proof–unity 3

22 Unity–reciprocity 1

Three-principle patterns

23 Liking–commitment–social proof 14

24 Commitment–social proof–authority 12

25 Liking–unity–commitment 12

26 Commitment–unity–authority 5

27 Liking–commitment–authority 5

28 Liking–commitment–reciprocity 4

29 Unity–commitment–social proof 4

30 Social proof–reciprocity–authority 3

31 Liking–unity–social proof 3

32 Liking–unity–reciprocity 2

33 Liking–reciprocity–authority 1

34 Unity–commitment–reciprocity 1

35 Commitment–reciprocity–authority 1

36 Liking–unity–authority 1

37 Unity–reciprocity–authority 1

Four-principle patterns

38 Liking–unity–commitment–social proof 3

39 Liking–unity–commitment–authority 1
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We found that many tweets exemplify more than one

principle. In fact we observed the principles in combinations

ranging from 2 to 4 in the same tweet. We spotted, in all,

39 distinct patterns of simultaneously operative persuasion

principles, listed in Table 5; specific examples of tweets in which

different principles, and patterns of their combinations, are

observed will now be considered.

Authority

The Authority pattern is exemplified in Table 6. In (32), it

is expressed by the explicit mention of the MoH, the highest

authority for health services, as the source of information

(here, and in some other examples, referred to solely by

the noun ’as. s. ih. h. ah “health”)—unnecessarily, since the context

of being an MoH tweet implies the source. The reliability

of this information is likely to be deemed high by, and

thus to be persuasive to, readers, since it comes from the

chief governmental health authority. Example (32) shows

how the government attempts to ensure public compliance

of the through soft power, embodied in the focused MoH

campaign which advised people to follow protective measures

for their own interest. Example (13), on the other hand,

exemplifies the government’s expression of their hard power

in the warning that people will face legal consequences if they

violate protective measures. The principle of authority is clearly

employed to persuade here, and the source of the authority

is actual governmental power rather than authority in any

figurative sense.

The Divine as authority can be seen in Example (16).

Here, authority is expressed by the quotation of Allah’s decree

that one has to be kind to one’s parents. In the context of

COVID-19, being kind to one’s parents can be associated with

protecting them against the Coronavirus. Example (17) also

asserts divine authority by implicitly equating Allah’s ruling

against hurting oneself with the pandemic regulations, thus

enlisting divine authority in the act of persuasion. Example

(18), on the other hand, draws directly on the authoritative

guidance of the Prophet Muhammad on what Muslims should

do during epidemics; unlike the two examples with Qur’anic

quotations, no parallel needs to be implied, as the topic

is already defense against contagions. These three examples

depend on Islamic belief as the source of the authority that

is deployed to persuade people to comply with protective

measures. As Islam’s place of origin and home to its most

scared location, Saudi Arabia is at the spiritual center of

the Muslim world. It may safely be posited that religious

discourse is highly salient in Saudi, and possibly all Arab,

culture. From the start of the pandemic, Muslims have been

pleading for Allah to eradicate the virus. These pleas have been

echoed in communal prayers led by Imams. This predominant

social discourse, rooted in religious practice, is drawn on

TABLE 6 Examples of the use of the authority pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

16 ’as.s.idhh. ah mādhā taf ‘al ’idhā kunt

mukhālit. mādhā yajib ’an taf ‘al ’idhā

kāna f̄i baytik mus.āb bivayrūs

kūrūnā kam muddat ’alh. ajr

’almanzil̄i wakam muddat ’al‘azl

’almanzil̄i ’aljawāb hunā

[Ministry of] Health: What would

you do if you are a direct contact?

What should you do if you have a

Coronavirus patient in your house?

How long is the quarantine? How

long is the house isolation? The

answer is here.

17 (wa qad. ā rabbuka ’allā ta‘budū ’illā

’iyyāh wa bilwālidayni ’ih. sānā) min

’ih. sānik ’ilā wālidayk h. irs.ak #‘ala

wiqāyatihim

“And your Lord has decreed that

you only worship Him, and be kind

to your parents”.a Part of your

kindness to your parents is your

concern for their protection.

#Coronavirus_Prevention.

18 (wa lā tulqū bi’aydīkum ’ilā

’attahlukah) mas’ūliyyatik tijāh

nafsik hiya ’alh. ifāz. ‘alayhā

“And do not throw yourself with

your own hands into destruction”.b

You have a responsibility to protect

yourself.

19 hadyi nabiyyunā muh. ammad s.allā

’allāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam f̄i ’azminat

’alwabā’ baqā’un f̄i ’albayt wa s.abrun

wah. tisāb linayli ’aththwāb

The guidance of our Prophet

Muhammad, peace be upon him,

during times of epidemics includes

staying at home and patience to get

rewards from God.

aQuotation of Qur’an (17:23).
bQuotation of Qur’an (2:195).

by the MoH tweets to buttress their persuasive efforts with

religious duty.

Reciprocity

The Reciprocity Principle is detected in tweets referring to

services provided by theMoH, with the desired reciprocal action

being compliance with the MoH’s measures, as illustrated in

Table 7.

Examples (20)–(23) list clinics, testing centers, and

appointment-booking systems, especially mobile apps. In (23),

for example, illegal immigrants are encouraged to engage with

health services to avoid getting or spreading COVID-19, and in

exchange for them doing the right thing, they are not put at risk

of deportation for doing so. Examples (20)–(22) depict a general

normative scenario whereby the MoH helps citizens, and they

reciprocate by sticking to regulations. Example (23), on the

other hand, addresses a particular case whereby immigrants help

the MoH by engaging with services, and the MoH reciprocates

by not (potentially) deporting them. The Saudi government

is aware that the only way to contain the pandemic was to

provide health care for everyone living within its borders,

even those whose migration status is not legal. particularly
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TABLE 7 Examples of the use of the reciprocity pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

20 tash‘ur bi’a‘rād. kūrūnā? ‘iyād. āt

“tat.amman” tuwaffir laka ’al‘ilāj

warri’āyah at.t.ibbiyyah lam taz.har

’a‘rād. wa targhab bilfah. s. yumkinak

h. ajz maw‘idak f̄i marākiz “ta’akkad”

‘abra tat.bīq sih. h. at̄i

Are you experiencing symptoms of

Coronavirus? “Be Reassured” clinics

provide you with medication and

medical care. You do not have any

symptoms and you want screening?

You can book your appointment at

“Be Certain” centers through the

MyHealth app.

21 lisalāmatikum nad‘ūkum litah.mīl

tat.bīqay tabā‘ud wa tawakkalnā

#tat.bīq_tabā‘ud sayumakkinak min

attah. aqquq h. āl mukhālat.atik li’ah. ad

’almus.ābīn bikūrūnā kama

yumakkin ’almus.ābīn min tanbīh

’almukhālit.īn

For your safety, we invite you to

download the Distancing and

WeTrust apps. #Distancing_App

will enable you to check if you came

into contact with a corona-infected

person and enables the infected to

alert close contacts.

22 Watsāb #’as.s.ih. h. ah_937 ’istijābah

fawriyyah ‘ala madār ’assā‘ah tawās.al

ma‘anā

WhatsApp #Health_937 is a prompt

response around-the-clock. Contact

us.

23 min ’ajl s.ih. h. at ’almuwāt.inīn

walmuqīmīn ’al’ān khidmat maw‘id

bishakl majjānī dūna ’ih. tisāb

’albayānāt #’ikhtibār_kūrūnā

d. arūrah lih. imāyat nafsak wattābi‘̄in

lak

For the health of citizens and

residents, we now have a free

Appointment Service which does

not check your immigration status.

#Corona_test is a necessity to

protect yourself and your

dependents.

because those people might suffer from the socioeconomic

consequences of the pandemic and become one of the

most-at-risk groups.12

The list of services provided by the MoH has the

additional benefit of stressing the effectiveness of public health

interventions to curb the transmission of the virus.

Unity–commitment

Combinations of the principles of Unity and Commitment

are identified when there is reference people’s obligation to unite

to get through the pandemic crisis. Examples (24) and (25),

in Table 8, use plural-first person enclitics to foreground the

shared identity.

Commitment is evoked here through the concepts of

“service,” “responsibility,” and the characterization of the

statement of required actions as a “slogan.” The principle of

12 See this article for more information about the migrant health in

Saudi Arabia during the COVID-19 pandemic http://www.emro.who.int/

emhj-volume-26-2020/volume-26-issue-8/migrant-health-in-saudi-

arabia-during-the-covid-19-pandemic.html.

TABLE 8 Examples of the use of the unity-commitment pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

24 lajl mā nifqid wat.annā wi ghāl̄inā

nikhsar #kullunā mas’ūl

#’ilzam baytik

So that we might not lose our

homeland and be deprived of those

precious to us. #We are all

responsible. #Stay home.

25 na‘ūd li’a‘mālinā wa khidmat

wat.aninā wa shi‘ārunā (’albis

kimāmt̄i lan ’us.āfih. ’atruk masāfah

kāfiyah) fasalāmat̄i wa salāmat man

h. awl̄i masūliyyat̄i

We return to our work and the

service of our homeland. Our slogan

is (I wear my mask, I do not shake

hands, I maintain safe distance). My

safety and the safety of those around

me are my responsibility.

TABLE 9 Examples of the use of the social proof–commitment

pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

26 likulli ‘arūs wa ‘ar̄is ’ih. tafalu

bizawājihim f̄i ’ajwā’ multazimah

bil’ijrā’āt ’alwiqā’iyyah naqul

’ashkurak wa ’uhannīk

To each bride and bridegroom who

celebrated their marriage in an

atmosphere committed to

preventive measures, we say: Thank

you and congratulations.

commitment is supported by references to what could be lost

if precautionary measures are not followed.

Social proof–commitment

Combinations of the principles of Social proof and

Commitment are identified when there is a reference to the

pandemic situation, models of people or groups, and their

commitment to the protective measures to get through the crisis.

Example (26) in Table 9 refers to a couple celebrating their

wedding while complying with preventive measures. The couple

are presented as a model and are complemented, since their

adherence to protective measures signals their awareness and

sense of responsibility. The construction of those who abide by

the regulations and safety measures as “model citizens” evokes

people’s sense of responsibility and duty to obey the public

authority. By default, this construction implies that any person

who does not appreciate the severity of the pandemic and

violates the safety measures would be a bad person.

Liking–commitment–social proof

This combination adds to the previous category the

principle of liking, evidenced by expressions of MoH’s (or the

government’s in general) care and best wishes.

Example (27) (Table 10 begins by addressing people as

“Dear brother, dear sister” to establish a fictive kinship and
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TABLE 10 Examples of the use of the liking–commitment–social

proof pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

27 ’akhī al‘az̄iz ’ukht̄i ’al‘az̄izah ’ih. ris.ū

jayyidan ‘ala ’asāl̄ib ’alwiqāyah lā

nur̄id ’an takūn ’anta

#’arraqam_’attāl̄i ’aw wālidayk ’aw

man tuh. ib

Dear brother, dear sister: commit

carefully to prevention measures.

We do not want you or your parents

or anyone you love to be

#the_next_number.

28 likulli kabīr bissin tuhimmunā

s.ih. h. atak wa hiya tabda’ bittibā‘ak

lil’irshādāt ’als.ih. h. īyyah wa

’iltizāmak ’alda’im bitat.bīqahā

To all old people: we care about

your health. It starts with your

following healthy instructions and

your constant commitment to apply

them

thereby evoke liking; advises them to commit to the prevention

measures; and then, expresses a wish that MoH does not want

the addressees and their loved ones to be a part of the statistics of

confirmed cases and deaths. Social proof is evoked when there is

a reference to a specific group and hence the addressee is invited

to identify with them by having the addressee perform certain

things and hence become a model for commitment. Example

(28) evokes the combination of the three principles in addressing

a certain group of people, the elderly, expressing MoH’s concern

for the health of this group, then advising them to follow the

health instructions and apply them to protect themselves against

the virus.

Commitment–social proof–authority

Combinations of the principles of commitment, social proof

and authority include references to the pandemic situation,

models of people or groups, their commitment to the protective

measures to get through the crisis, and a credible source of

authority. All four factors are evident in Example (29) in

Table 11.

Liking–unity–commitment–social proof

The combination of the principles of liking, unity,

commitment and social proof is identified when a tweet includes

references to the pandemic situation, model people or groups,

people’s obligation to unite to get through that crisis, and

expressions of care and best wishes for people. Example (30) in

Table 12 utilizes both second person (promoting commitment)

and first person plural (unity)in the manners already discussed

in support of the introduction of these themes. The example

reminds people of their responsibility to protect the precious

souls of their family and of their national and religious obligation

to commit to healthy behaviors (unity, commitment). And

finally, it expresses a good wish for the people praying for

TABLE 11 Examples of the use of the commitment–social

proof–authority pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

29 ’as.s.ih. h. ah: na‘ūdu bih. adhar

multazimīn bil’ijrā?’āt

’al’ih. trāziyyah ’as.s.ih. h. iyyah min

khilāl 1. libs ’alkammāmah 2. ghasl

’aw ta‘qīm ’alyadayn 3. ‘adam

’almus.āfah. ah 4. tark masāfah

mitrayn baynanā wabayna

’al’ākharin 5. ’alh. ad min

’attajammu‘āt. ’iltizāmunā yushim

bimashī’at ’allāh f̄i tajāwuz hadhihi

’aljā’ih. ah

[Ministry of] Health: Adhere to

healthy preventative measures by: 1.

Wearing a mask, 2. Washing and

sanitizing hands, 3. Not shaking

hands, 4. Keeping a two-meter

distance between you and others,

and 5. Limiting gatherings. Your

commitment contributes, God

willing, to overcoming this

pandemic.

TABLE 12 Examples of the use of the

liking–unity–commitment–social proof pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

30 ’aljā’i h. ah mustamirrah walvayrūs

mawjūd lā ’ah. ad minnā yur̄id ’an

yafqid ’ah. adan lā takūn sababan f̄i

’adhiyyat nafsak ’aw naql ’al‘adwā

liwālidayk wa ’abnā’ak lā samah. a

’allāh bisabab ’al’istihtār wattafr̄it.

fanh. nu ’amām h. imāyat ’arwāh.

ghāliyah wa‘alaynā ’alqiyām

biwājibnā ’ashshar‘̄i walwat.anī

bittaqayyud bisslūkiyyāt

’als.ih. h. īyyah h. afaz.akum ’allāh

wa ra‘ākum

The pandemic and the virus are still

present. None of us wants to lose

someone. Do not be a reason for

harming yourself or transmitting

the disease to your parents or your

children—God forbid—due to

recklessness and irresponsibility.

We are responsible for protecting

precious souls and we have to fulfill

our religious and patriotic duties by

committing to healthy behaviors.

May God save and protect you.

the addressees to be kept and protected by God (liking). This

combination is quite effective in evoking a sense of religious and

personal/communal/national responsibility and commitment.

Liking–unity–commitment–authority

The combination of the principles of liking, unity,

commitment and authority is identified with references to the

pandemic situation, people’s obligation to unite to get through

that crisis, expressions of care and best wishes for people, and

a credible and trustworthy source. Example (31) in Table 13 is

a tweet authored by the official MoH spokesperson, addressing

people in a caring tone. The tweet starts with a plea. Arabic

’arjūkum “I beseech you” has the same connotation here as

English beseech, i.e., of requesting someone to do something

that is actually to the requester’s own benefit. This generates

the impression of a caring tone, which is emphasized by the
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TABLE 13 Examples of the use of the

liking–unity–commitment–authority pattern.

Arabic transliteration English translation

31 ’almutah. addith arrasmī liwizārat

’ass.ih. h. ah ’arjūkum .. lā nur̄id ’an

takūn farh. at ’al‘̄id mas.daran

lilkhat.ar ‘alā s.ih. h. at̄inā yumkinunā

’an nabtahij wa ’an nafrah. wa

naltaqī biqulūbinā ma‘a tat.bīq

attabā‘ud bilmasāfāt ’al’āminah

wal’iltizām bisslūkiyyāt ’als.ih. h. īyyah

kul ‘ām wa’antum waman tuh. ibbun

bis.ih. h. ah wa ’āfiyah

Spokesman for the Ministry of

Health: I beseech you. . . We do not

want the joy of Eid Al-Fitr to be a

source of threat to our health. We

can rejoice, be happy, and meet with

our hearts while keeping a safe

distance and committing to healthy

behaviors. Many happy and healthy

returns for you and those you love.

subsequent first-person plurals establishing unity across the

speaker and the addressees.

Discussion

We set out to determine to what extent Cialdini’s approach

to pre-suasion and persuasion would provide a workable model

for analyzing persuasive communication in Arabic, taking the

MoH’s tweets in the early phases of the COVID-19 crisis as

our case study. Cialdini’s model of pre-suasion and persuasion

offers a framework of categories of analysis that, he claims

(Cialdini, 2016), underlie all acts of persuasion, from trying to

sell something, to convincing children of something, to public

speaking and convincing voters, to all facets of life. This is

the first study, to our knowledge, that has focused on applying

Cialdini’s principles of influence to discourse in Arabic. Having

done so, our verdict on the model’s workability is somewhat

mixed. We are confident that Cialdini’s ideas have proved

usefully extensible to the Arabic language and, in this specific

case, to government-body media posts on Twitter. However,

over the course of our analysis, we found that they are to some

degree less than satisfactory as a framework for analysis of

discourse, in part because of the unfilled gap between high-level

principles or tactics and low-level linguistic devices or practices

which must concretise those principles or tactics.

While Cialdini himself generally does not propose precise

linguistic devices to be expected as realizations of the tactics

he discusses, it is generally not difficult to infer some specific

linguistic items that should be sought out as examples of

his principles or tactics in use. But our implementation of

Cialdini’s model revealed that the boundaries among the analytic

categories of pre-suasion and persuasion are unfortunately

porous. Some kinds of tactic are asserted to exemplify multiple

areas of the framework (unity). In other cases, e.g., “grabbing”

and “holding” attention, aspects of the pre-suasion process

are conceptualized as separate in theory but blur together

in practice. This considerably problematises the process of

identifying linguistic realizations that can be sought out as

indicators of a principle in use. Yet other elements of the

framework are unsatisfactorily defined so that, depending on

how broadly they are interpreted, they might apply to equally

to everything in the analysis or be absent from a set of persuasive

texts entirely (as is the case, in the MoH tweets, for the principle

of scarcity). Any researcher who attempts to utilize Cialdini’s

conceptual framework at the level of a pragmatic, discourse,

or other linguistic analysis, as we have done here, must be

aware from the start of the issues of implementation we have

highlighted; caveat emptor.

Our study has addressed a type of online public discourse

in relation to an issue of pressing contemporary concern.

We explored the strategies adopted in the MoH campaign

around the coronavirus pandemic to persuade Saudi citizens

and residents to abide by the MoH’s recommendations for

protection against coronavirus. The novel contribution of our

research, beyond its assessment of the utility of Cialdini’s model

for this kind of analysis, is that, while the use of corpus-

assisted linguistic approaches to examine public discourses

around socially or culturally prominent issues is well-developed

in the Anglosphere, it remains much more rarely utilized

in non-English-speaking contexts. As well as improving our

understanding of the particular issue at hand, then, this study

helps the field of Arabic linguistics to move forward in an area

where it has presently fallen behind relative to other languages

and, particularly, to English.

The MoH’s tweets aim to steer how the public should think

and behave during the pandemic. They employ both pre-suasive

and persuasive strategies to encourage the compliance of the

public. We believe that there are possibilities for deliberately

deploying the principles of pre-suasion and persuasion to inform

healthcare communication, particularly in time of crisis. Thus,

in future work, we aim to assist non-academic practitioners

in health communication, and to deepen and extend current

scholarly understanding of persuasion in general, particularly

in novel online contexts. This could provide a resource for

practitioners (policymakers, communication specialists) outside

academia to better understand persuasive and representational

strategies relevant to their areas of concern, and thus enable

these practitioners to improve the approaches that they adopt

for engagement with the online public sphere. Further studies

should also focus on the reception of these principles of pre-

suasion and persuasion in order to examine their effectiveness

within the context of health crisis management.
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